WINDY - Ruthann Friedman
1...2...1234

Intro: 1st 2 lines

Who’s peekin’ out from under a stairway, calling a name that’s lighter than air?

Who’s bendin’ down to give me a rainbow? Everyone knows it’s Windy.

Who’s trippin’ down the streets of the city, smiling at everybody she sees?

Who’s reaching out to capture a moment? Everyone knows it’s Windy.

And Windy has story my eyes that flash at the sound of lies

And Windy has wings to fly above the clouds... above the clouds

Instrumental verse

And Windy has story my eyes that flash at the sound of lies

And Windy has wings to fly above the clouds... above the clouds
p.2. Windy

Who’s trippin’ down the streets of the city, smiling at every-body she sees?

Who’s reaching out to capture a moment? Everyone knows it’s Wind-y.

Who’s trippin’ down the streets of the city, smiling at every-body she sees?

Who’s reaching out to capture a moment? Everyone knows it’s Wind-y.
WINDY - Ruthann Friedman
1...2...1234

Intro: 1st 2 lines, followed by G7

C Bb F G7 C Bb F G7
Who’s peekin’ out from under a stairway, calling a name that’s lighter than air?

C Bb F G7 C Bb G7sus C G
Who’s bendin’ down to give me a rainbow? Everyone knows it’s Wind-y.

C Bb F G7 C Bb F G7
Who’s trippin’ down the streets of the city, smiling at every-body she sees?

C Bb F G7 C Bb G7sus C G
Who’s reaching out to capture a moment? Everyone knows it’s Wind-y.

F Dm7 CMA7 F Dm7 G7sus
And Windy has stor-my eyes that flash at the sound of lies

F Dm CMA7 G7sus
And Windy has wings to fly above the clouds...above the clouds

Instrumental verse, followed by G

F Dm7 CMA7 F Dm7 G7
And Windy has stor-my eyes that flash at the sound of lies

F Dm CMA7 G7sus
And Windy has wings to fly above the clouds...above the clouds

C Bb F G7 C Bb F G7
Who’s trippin’ down the streets of the city, smiling at every-body she sees?

C Bb F G7 C Bb G7sus C
Who’s reaching out to capture a moment? Everyone knows it’s Wind-y.

C Bb F G7 C Bb F G7
Who’s trippin’ down the streets of the city, smiling at every-body she sees?

C Bb F G7 C Bb G7sus C
Who’s reaching out to capture a moment? Everyone knows it’s Wind-y!